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Abstract: Patterns are theoretically formed in the frame of a hydromagnetic convection induced by radial
buoyancy in an electrically conducting fluid contained by a rotating cylindrical annulus with a homogeneous
magnetic field (B) in the azimuthal direction. The annulus is assumed to rotate with an angular frequency,
� under the small gap approximation with rigid cylindrical boundaries. The onset of convection is found in
the form of axial, axisymmetric or oblique rolls with a broken symmetry. The roll angle � depends on the
ratio between the Chandrasekhar number, Q � B2, and the Coriolis number, � � �. In addition to fully
three-dimensional (3D) numerical simulations, weakly nonlinear and Galerkin analyses for roll patterns are
performed for Prandtl number P � 0�1. At finite amplitudes, secondary instabilities are encountered in the
form of longwave and shortwave.

Key words: Pattern formation, convection, cylindrical annulus, secondary instability

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most studied examples of convection instability is the fluid layer subjected to a
temperature gradient. For instance, in a horizontal fluid layer heated from below and cooled
from above a striped patterns of convection rolls develop. This scenario describes the famous
Rayleigh–Bénard convection (RBC), as a standard paradigm of pattern formation (Cross and
Hohenberg, 1993� Busse, 1978� Bodenschatz et al., 2000).

In the present case, we consider the problem of convection induced by radial buoyancy
in an electrically conducting fluid contained in a rotating (angular frequency, �) cylindri-
cal annulus which is cooled at the inner surface and heated from outside. In addition, an
azimuthal magnetic field (B) is applied, for instance by an electrical current through the
cylinder axis. The motivation of this study has come originally from the geophysical con-
text. In planetary and stellar applications, the configuration of rotation axis and magnetic
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1322 E. KURT ET AL.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the rotating annulus. (b) The analogy to planar convection
(d � R2 � R1).

field direction perpendicular to each other and perpendicular to the gravity vector could be
more important because it corresponds to the case of convection in the equatorial regions of
rotating spherical fluid shells when an azimuthal magnetic field is imposed (Eltayeb, 1972,
1975� Busse and Finocchi, 1993� Petry et al., 1997). It is believed that the toroidal magnetic
fields in the electrically conducting cores of planets or in the solar atmosphere are often
much stronger than the poloidal components that can be measured from the outside. The
onset of convection in this geometry was considered by Chandrasekhar (1961). He found the
surprising result that Lorentz force and Coriolis force may counter each other such that the
critical Rayleigh number (Rc) for the onset of convection is lower than in cases when either
the magnetic field or the rotation rate vanishes. The problem is also of considerable interest
from a more general point of view in that it is concerned with formations of patterns in the
presence of two competing directional effects, in this case rotation and the magnetic field.

In the rotating annulus configuration (see Figure 1a), the centrifugal force is used as
effective gravity and the radial direction thus corresponds to “vertical”. As will be demon-
strated later, a large variety of convection patterns is found at different values of Coriolis �
and Chandrasekhar Q numbers for moderate values of the Rayleigh number R.

The mathematical formulation of the problem as well as the numerical methods are dis-
cussed in Section 2. In the small gap approximation, the problem reduces to the case of a
horizontal fluid layer, which is heated from below. In addition, a magnetic field, which is
perpendicular to the rotation axis of the layer is considered. A Cartesian system of coordi-
nates can be used in order to simplify the problem. A sketch of the geometrical configuration
to be considered in this paper is shown in Figure 1b.

The results of the linear theory for the onset of convection, which was first considered by
Eltayeb (1972) more than 30 years ago are discussed in Section 3. In order to obtain simple
expressions, Eltayeb used idealized boundary conditions, namely stress-free conditions for
the velocity field and electrically infinitely conducting boundaries for the magnetic field.
In the present paper the more realistic case of rigid, electrically insulating boundaries is
considered. Some detailed results on the dominant instabilities as well as patterns that are
introduced by secondary bifurcations are given in Section 4 in the case of low Prandtl number
P . The paper closes with an outlook on the results in the concluding section.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM AND METHODS

We refer to the geometrical model shown in Figure 1(b) to describe the problem. The effec-
tive gravity is provided by the centrifugal force, g � �2�R1 � R2��2, and its direction is
given by the unit vector �k. The upper and lower boundaries are kept at the constant temper-
atures T1 and T2, T2 � T1, respectively. In this paper we use the thickness d of the layer as
the length scale, the vertical diffusion time, d2

	
� t	 , as the time scale, �T2 � T1��R as the

temperature scale, and the magnetic flux density B0 of the imposed field as the scale of the
magnetic field.

Then the basic equations of motion for the velocity field �u, the heat equation for the de-
viation
 of the temperature from the state of pure conduction and the equation of magnetic
induction in dimensionless form are as follows:

P�1

�
�

�t
� �u � 	

�
�u � 2� �j 
 �u � �	�� �k
�	2�u � Q��i � 	


�b� � 	 �b� (1)

	 � �u � 0� (2)�
�

�t
� �u � 	

�

 � �R�k � �u �	2
� (3)

	



�
�

�t
�b� �u � 	 �b� �b � 	 �u

�
� �i � 	 �u �	2�b� (4)

	 � �b � 0� (5)

where all gradient terms in (1) have been combined into the pressure term	�. The Rayleigh
number R, the Prandtl number P , the Coriolis parameter � and the Chandrasekhar number
Q are defined by

R � ���T2 � T1�gd3����	�� P � �

	
� � � �d2��� Q � �B0

2d2�������� (6)

where �, �, 	 , �, � and  are the coefficient of thermal expansion, the kinematic viscosity,
the thermal diffusivity, the magnetic permeability, the density and the magnetic diffusivity of
the fluid, respectively. The magnetic field has been represented in the form �B � Bo��i � 	


�b�

where �i is the unit vector in the x-direction. In the following we shall focus on the case of
liquid metals where 	


is of the order 10�4 to 10�5. Hence we shall adopt in this paper the

limit 	 ��  and drop the terms on the left hand side of (4) and the term multiplied by 	


in
equation (1).

We use a Cartesian system of coordinates with the unit vectors �i , �j , �k in the direction of
the x , y, z� axes as shown in Figure 1. The conditions at the boundaries are then given by

�u � 0� 
 � 0� 	 
 �b � �k � 0 at z � �1

2
� (7)
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The continuity of the magnetic field �b across the boundaries does not have to be taken
into account explicitly in the limit 	 ��  as will be pointed out below. As in earlier papers
(Auer et al., 1995� Busse et al., 2003� Kurt et al., Pesch, 1996) we assume periodic boundary
conditions in the x� y�plane. The agreement between the results of those papers and the
experimental observations of Jaletzky and Busse (2000) indicates that the periodic boundary
conditions as well as the small gap approximation are appropriate for the rotating annulus
experiment at the moderate values of � to be considered in this paper. In order to eliminate
the pressure term in (1) we introduce the general representations for the solenoidal vector
fields �u and �b, (see (2) and (5)):

�u � �u �	 
 �	 
 �k���	 
 �k� � �u � ��� � ���� (8)

�b � �b �	 
 �	 
 �kh��	 
 �kg � �b� ��h � ��g� (9)

where overbars in �u and �b denote the average over the x , y� plane of �u and �b. The func-
tions � , h and � , g describing the poloidal and toroidal components of the velocity and the
magnetic field, respectively are uniquely defined if the conditions � � h � � � g � 0 are
imposed. After the application of the differential operators �� and �� on the velocity equation
(1) we arrive at the following equations for � and �

	4�2� � 2�
�

�y
�2� ��2� � Q�i � 		2�2h � P�1

�
�

�t
	2�2� � �� � ��u � 	��u

�
� (10)

	2�2� � 2�
�

�y
�2� � Q�i � 	�2g � P�1

�
�

�t
�2� � �� � ��u � 	��u

�
� (11)

In addition, an equation for the mean flow �u is obtained by averaging the velocity equa-
tion (1) over the x � y plane.

�2

�z2
�u � 1

P

�
�

�t
�u � �

�z
�2�

�
	2
�

�z
� � ���

��
� (12)

Analogously, when applying �� and �� on (4), we obtain in the limit 	

� 0

	2�2h � ��i � 	�2�� (13)

	2�2g � ��i � 	�2�� (14)

The heat equation (3) can now be written in the form

	2
� R�2� � ���� � ��� � �u� � 	
� �

�t

� (15)

In the limit 	 �� , the mean distortion �b of the magnetic field does not enter the prob-
lem since it vanishes. In writing equations (10)–(15) we have introduced the horizontal
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gradient , 	2 � 	 � �k�k � 	, and the horizontal Laplacian, �2 � 	2 � 	2. In line with (7, 9)
the basic equations (10)–(15) must be solved subject to the boundary conditions

� � �

�z
� � � � 
 � g � 0 at z � �1

2
� (16)

The equation (13) for h and the corresponding boundary condition can be dropped, since h
can be eliminated from the problem by replacing 	2�2h in (10) with �i �	�2� in accordance
with (13). As usual we assume the idealization of an infinitely extended fluid layer in the
horizontal plane, i.e. the x� y-dependence is captured by a 2D Fourier series.

For the methodology, a symbolic notation for the equations (10)–(15) is used in the
following

� d

dt
�V ��x� t� � � �V ��x� t�� �N � �V ��x� t� �V ��x� t��� � � � � R �� (17)

where the symbolic vector �V ��x� t� � ��� �� g�
� �u� represents the fields in equations (10)–
(15). �V ��x� t� � 0 corresponds to the ground state. The operators �, �, � and � are linear
differential operators while �N describes the quadratic nonlinearities. Note that we have made
explicit the Rayleigh number, R, in the definition � � � � R � of the linear operator �.

To describe the solution periodic in the plane of the problem posed by (10) through (15)
and the boundary conditions (16) we use the Galerkin method. The boundary conditions (16)
are satisfied by expansions in suitable complete sets of functions like


�x� y� z� t� �
N�

n�1

M�
l�m��M


lmn�t� exp [i�lqx x �mqy y�] sin n�

�
z � 1

2

�
� (18)

The reality of all fields requires �l�m�n � ���l��m�n , etc., where the star indicates the complex
conjugate.

The sum (18) will describe the solution correctly only in the limit when the parameters
N and M tend to infinity. However, truncation parameters M � 4 and N � 4 have been
sufficient to achieve an accuracy of about 1% in the Galerkin approach for periodic solutions.
In order to assess complex spatio-temporal solutions in a large horizontal domain and also
to validate the Galerkin results, we have performed direct simulations of the basic equations
(1) as well using typically the truncation parameters M � 64 and N � 4. For this purpose
we have adopted a well proven code originally designed for ordinary Rayleigh–Bénard (RB)
convection (Pesch, 1996). The code uses, in principle, the Galerkin representation (18) and
solves the horizontal dependence with a pseudo-spectral method.

3. ONSET OF CONVECTION VIA LINEAR ANALYSIS

In principle, the onset of convection (i.e. neutral curve for instability of the ground state
�V ��x� t� � 0) can be found with the help of following ansatz:
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Figure 2. Critical Rayleigh numbers, Rc as a function of � for the values Q � 14� 24� and 34. Oblique
regions are denoted between two squares on the threshold curves for the Q values.

�V ��x� t� � exp [� t � i �q � �x] �Vlin��q� z� (19)

in (17) which leads to the linear eigenvalue problem

���q� R�� �Vlin��q� z� � �� � R �� �Vlin��q� z� (20)

where the wavevector �q � �qx � qy� 0� has been introduced. The condition that the maximum
real part of � vanishes, �����q� R�� � 0, determines the neutral curve, R � R0��q�. The min-
imum of R0��q� with respect to �q yields the critical wave vector �qc and the critical Rayleigh
number satisfies Rc � R0��qc�.

We have found that the onset of convection is always stationary, in other words,
�����q� R0�� � 0 holds in accordance with the findings of Eltayeb (1975) in the limit
	 �� . Note that the stationary threshold does not depend on the Prandtl number P . Some
numerical results for Rc and �qc as function of � are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3(a) for
some values of Q. The critical Rayleigh number, Rc�� � Q� in Figure 2 is always equal to
or larger than the Rayleigh–Bénard value RRB� �qc� � 1708. It increases linearly for small
Q and quadratically for small � (we refer the reader to Kurt et al., 2004 for more detailed
graphs). Note also that the oblique region enlarges by Q values. According to Figure 3(a), the
modulus qc � �qc decreases monotonously from the RB value (qc � 3�116) with increasing
� and Q. The corresponding roll angle � is defined as the arctan �qcy�qcx� and shown in
Figure 3b. One observes a transition from zonal rolls (� � 90o) to axial rolls (� � 0o) via
intermediate oblique rolls with increasing � at fixed Q. It is also interesting that there exist
“S”-shaped curves inside the oblique region (see Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. The corresponding wave numbers qc (a) and the critical roll angles � (b) as function of � for
Q � 14� 24 and 34.

4. PATTERNS AT LOW PRANDTL NUMBERS

In order to assess the nature of the primary bifurcation to rolls we first perform the standard
weakly nonlinear analysis in the vicinity of R � Rc. We solve equation (17) with the ansatz

�V � A
�

exp [i �qc � �x] �Vlin� �qc� z�� c�c�
	
� V� (21)

where c�c� indicates the complex conjugate and where �V� is of the order ��A2� and orthog-
onal to the first term on the right hand side.

After expanding (17) in powers of A and projecting on �Vlin� �qc� z� one arrives at the
standard amplitude equation:

d

dt
A � ��0 � �c�A � cA3 (22)

with �o � �R � Rc
RB��Rc

RB and �c � �Rc � Rc
RB��Rc

RB . Supercritical (i.e. c � 0) and
subcritical (i.e. c � 0) bifurcations are found for different � values. In a further step, the sta-
tionary nonlinear roll solutions �Vroll��x� for a given wave vector �q are determined by solving
the nonlinear coupled equations (17) for the various expansion coefficients by the Newton–
Raphson method. The weakly nonlinear solutions are used to provide suitable starting values
for the Galerkin calculations.

The stability of rolls is examined as usual by linearizing (17) about the Galerkin solutions
�Vroll using the ansatz

�V ��x� t� � �Vroll��x�� exp [� nt � i�s � �x] � �V ��x� (23)

with the Floquet wave vector �s � �sx � sy� 0�. We arrive thus at a linear eigenvalue problem
for � n�R� �q� �s�. The condition ��� n� � 0 determines the secondary bifurcations of the rolls.
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Figure 4. Stability diagram for rolls with critical wave vector qc as a function of the Coriolis number � for
increasing �o in the case Q � 54, P � 0�1. The oblique region is between two “X” signs on the neutral
curve.

Figure 5. Transition from the zonal rolls to the oblique rolls via the S� instability in the case � � 2,
Q � 54, �o � 0�5 and Pr � 0�1. Plots from left to right correspond to times t � 2, 4�5, 6, 7 and 9. Aspect
ratio is � � 24. Here and in the following figures the temperature field in the plane z � 0�5 is shown. The
x�coordinate increases towards the right and the y�coordinate is directed upwards.

In Figure 4, a stability diagram for rolls in the case of relatively large magnetic field
Q � 54 and P � 0�1 is given. At first glance, the bifurcation becomes subcritical in a fairly
large � interval (4 � � � 21). The dash-dotted line just below the neutral curve denotes
the saddle-node points. Near the onset, the instabilities are found to be longwave (i.e. Sv
skewed-varicose instability) at small Coriolis numbers � . This instability mainly affects the
entire region of the left side of the � � �o diagram. The oblique rolls are found to be stable
just above the onset for moderate values of � . At high rotation rates � shortwave instabilities
play a significant role for small �o. A detailed investigation indicates that knot instability
dominates the dynamics in this parameter range. With increasing �o, oscillatory instability
appears. Note also that the zonal rolls are subcritically unstable for � � 15 and this affects
the dynamics at large rotation rates, qualitatively.

A typical form of the S� instability is presented in Figure 5. Strong S� undulations of
the zonal roll pattern develop from the superimposed noise. Then the oblique rolls which
has a roll angle � � 83o is formed from a zonal roll. From the Galerkin analysis, we found
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Figure 6. Patterns of chaotic zonal roll for � � 8, Q � 54, �o � 1�3 and Pr � 0�1. Random initial
conditions were applied. Fourier spectrum of the last picture is shown on the right. Plots from left to right
correspond to times t � 3�75, 5 and 6�25. Aspect ratio is � � 20.

Figure 7. Oscillatory chaotic rolls at � � 16, �o � 1�2, Q � 54. The plots from left to right correspond to
the times t � 5, 6�5, 7 and 8�3. The aspect ratio is � � 20.

that the final oblique state is indeed stable above �o � 0�48. The destabilizing angle of the
Floquet vector �s is found to be 55o.

In Figure 6, the patterns of typical spatio-temporal chaotic zonal roll, which occur espe-
cially for slightly larger values of � start from random initial conditions. A Fourier spectrum
of the last pattern shows that the main wave vector is along the y axis.

Oscillatory chaotic patterns are shown in Figure 7. The rolls propagate from right to
left by increasing time. Spatio-temporal chaotic behaviour is also obvious due to random
fluctuations in space and time.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Although only a small part of the parameter space of convection in a rotating cylindrical
annulus has yet been investigated, it is obvious from the results of this paper that a large vari-
ety of patterns can be found in this problem. According to linear analysis, which determines
the onset of convection, three different main periodic roll structures have been found: zonal,
axial and oblique rolls. The critical Rayleigh number Rc increases with increasing � and Q,
whereas the critical wave number qc decreases as a result of competition between rotation
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and magnetic field. The change in the roll angle from � � 90o (zonal) to � � 0o (axial)
under increasing Coriolis number � was found to be a smooth function of � .

At low Prandtl numbers, the secondary instability analysis as well as time-dependent
patterns showed that the general structure found in the linear analysis changes for small
�o values. At low rotation rates,� longwave instabilities (i.e. skewed-varicose) dominate the
system. For sufficiently large �o values, we have mainly observed shortwave instabilities (i.e.
knot) at high � values. Spatio-temporal chaotic and oscillating patterns are widely observed
at sufficiently high �o from simulations.
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